Southern Electric Group

COVER: It is 40 years this month since this Societe Nationals des
Chemins de Per Beiges train started running on the Eastbourne line.
If that does not sound quite right please refer to pages 112 and 115!
Photos by I.E. Whitlam (front) and J.F. Chapter (rear).

Sky Train
As the Southern is so often accused of being old fashioned and
second best, and not always justifiably, it is pleasing to acknowledge

a Southern service that is as good as any, and better than most. Few
international airports, particularly ones 25 miles from the main centre
of population that they serve, can have as good a train service as
Gatwick.
A fast train to London every quarter hour, an all-night service and
through trains to a wide selection of places in Southern England all add
up to a very attractive service. The future looks even brighter with
improvements to Gatwick Airport station, including a travel centre and
escalators to the platforms.

What a contrast this is to London Transport's service to Heathrow.
That airport seems to be regarded as a traffic centre of equal importance to places such as Hainault and Cockfosters, and has a train
service to suit.

It is tragic that Heathrow was not provided with a

branch from the Southern at Feltham, permitting a non-stop service to
be run to Waterloo or Victoria. Things are made worse by the Underground tunnels being built to tube loading gauge, so that a BR link

could not be put in at a later date without building a completely new set
of tunnels and stations.

A through train service from Gatwick to Heathrow would be a winner.
At present travellers have to use the Green Line bus, or change trains

twice, or use the new helicopter service which does not operate throughout the day and only has limited accommodation.

While provision of the '4Veg' units with ample luggage space for
the airport service is an admirable step, could not wholly new rolling
stock be justified? The Gatwick service gives foreign visitors their first
view of British Rail, and the 'Veg's do not accord with what is
marketed as "Inter City".
We understand that British Rail are giving consideration to running

a through service from Gatwick to Birmingham and Manchester, and
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this would be a splendid development. No doubt many people other
than airport users would find such a service most useful. A further
development worth consideration would be inclusion of the Gatwick Victoria rail fare in the price of the air ticket.

Victoria station used to be described as "Gateway to the Continent".
Today it is "Gateway to the World".

Letters
LUGGAGE VANS

SIR, With reference to the article in "Live Rail" 42, vacuum-braked
vehicles behind an MLV will brake in proportion to EP brake applications in front as well as air brake applications. This is achieved
simply by the air/vacuum proportional valve being arranged to respond
to the MLV's brake cylinder pressure (and not the train pipe pressure).
The TLVs were, at first, fitted with control cables from end to end
and with coupling sockets, but not with jumper cables (as an economy
no doubt). The cable of the next vehicle, usually 'Cep' or MLV was
used. This meant that two TLVs could not be coupled in multiple
formation, so to enable the MLV/2TLV/2 Hap formations described on
page 78 to operate, two of them were later fitted with cables. Either
of these could then be coupled in multiple with any other TLV. I believe
that the other four TLVs were never fitted with jumpers.

MULTIPLE UNIT PANELLING

SIR, I cannot agree that the dark panelling of the 'Marylebone' DMUs

is to be praised - these are among the dingiest units, and not at all
pleasant when trying to read during the hours of darkness. The fluorescent lights are much less bright than the latest SR incandescent variety
(in 'Vep'and 'Cig' stock). Spare us, please, such conditions in SR
stock!

PS Wembley Hill station was not renamed Wembley Complex until
8th May 1978 - please cease showing off!
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Branch Lines
BRIGHTON BRANCH

Branch activity over the last year has consisted of a wide range of
subject matter at the monthly meetings.
The Annual General Meeting in July produced a record attendance
for this event - eight members! Nevertheless, the meeting went very
well, the new Committee elected being as before: Chairman, Philip
Naison; Secretary, Keith Carter; Treasurer, Alan James; Catering Officer, Ted Goodman. Our original Treasurer, John Till, had stood down
some months earlier as he had to go abroad. (We trust that this was
in no way connected with the Branch accounts! Ed).
Our August visit took us to view the workings of Hove and Portslade signal boxes. Portslade is very busy , controlling the adjacent
level crossing, and Hove is also a busy box with the nearby Cliftonville

Spur junction and also some of the former 'B' box's signals to control.
We found the staff at both Portslade and Hove both helpful and informative.
At the September meeting yours truly presented "Cine Scrapbook
No 2", a selection of films from my collection. Some of those shown
were "Snowdrift at Bleath Gill", "Coronation Scot" and an early silent
classic, "The Conductor's Courtship".

"Twenty of the Best" came in its usual October slot. Members
were asked to submit up to 20 of their favourite colour transparencies
for viewing at the meeting, railway subjects being preferred so as to
soothe our anti-bus lobby.

We welcomed an old friend of the Branch along in November,
namely Ian Wright of the Bluebell Railway, who presented a most interesting evening entitled "The Bluebell Railway". We had a look behind
the scenes on this successful line by means of colour slides and some
cine film shot by Ian himself.

December's meeting was entitled "Something Completely Different". It being the festive season we departed from railways, giving me
the opportunity to present some of the other films in my collection.
Among the films screened were such classics as Tom & Jerry in
"Saturday Evening Puss", Road Runner in "Beep Prepared", our old
friends Laurel and Hardy, travelogues and so on. Railways did feature
in "Red Hot Railway" and "Monty's Hair Raising Train Rescue".

At our first meeting of 1978 we were very fortunate in welcoming
Mr Rodney Archer, the Assistant Station Manager at Brighton, who
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gave a talk entitled "Running a Mainline Station". This proved to be
fascinating from beginning to end as Mr Archer outlined some of the

problems associated with running a 1970s train service from a Victorian
building, and some other problems and successes at Brighton.
In February we enjoyed some excellent British Transport Films

including "Elizabethan Express", "Snow" and "Rail". This meeting
was very successful and brought a record attendance of 25 members
and visitors.
The Committee and members of the Brighton Branch hope that some
of you who live within easy travelling distance of Worthing will come

along to our meetings. A warm welcome awaits you,,
NORTH DOWNS BRANCH

Despite one or two minor problems, meetings are settling down
well at our new venue (Friends' Meeting House, Park Lane, Croydon)
and I am glad to report that attendances are improving. Any local
members who have not yet paid us a visit are urged to do so.
On 21st September Adrian Dover opened the season with an enter-

taining visual tour under the title "Diesels & Electrics around Britain".
Passenger, freight, locomotive and multiple unit workings were all
covered. At the October meeting Irvine Cresswell gave a slide show of
subjects mainly Southern, including steam specials at Tattenham Comer
and engineering work at Redhill and Tonbridge.

In November we abandoned the usual format and a most successful
discussion evening was enjoyed by those present, although topics
covered varied widely from the main subject, the Woodside to Sanderstead line. On 14th December we were privileged to welcome Edwin

Wilmshurst, who presented a wide range of films of Southern Steam in
the sixties. Many areas from Bournemouth to Hawkhurst were featured.
As usual, Geoff Warren's slide show, "Western Lineside", in January
was of a high standard and almost the entire Western Region was
covered, including many views of now defunct diesel classes.
The annual quiz took place as usual in February.

Set by the Branch

Chairman this gruelling battle of wits decided the team to face the
Brighton Branch later this year.
A near capacity audience greeted Hugh Hughes in March for an
excellent talk on early Southern Electrics. Topics covered ranged
from the four-rail Waterloo & City units, through the overhead system
to converted steam stock, trailer units and other pre-EP stock.
In April Bryan Rayner presented an evening of slides under the title
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"Branch Lines and Railtours", which included a series of 'Spot the
Loony' views of members at places such as Black Rock, Brighton and
sundry Scottish and Cornish locations. Railways were more
prominently featured on Irish branch lines and West German and South
African special trains. Most forms of rail traction were featured,
including horse trams on the Isle of Man. An entertaining meeting was
enjoyed by all present.

Book Review
"THE TATTENHAM CORNER BRANCH" by N. OWEN
Published by Oakwood Press, £1.35

Recently published is the latest Locomotion Paper by Oakwood
Press, a modest history of the Tattenham Corner Branch. The line
was completed in 1901 and the SECR pulled a masterstroke by opening
it on Derby Day. Although not mentioned in this book, it appears

that some 14,000 passengers and more than fifty specials were
handled on that day. The book traces the history of the line from 1901
to 1977, with descriptions of the stations - I certainly would not have
appreciated being enveloped in soot and steam on the tea terrace at
Kingswood! - the services and the changes that have occurred, the
main one being the introduction of full electric services from 17th
June 1928, just over fifty years ago.

In recent years race services have fallen off considerably, and
now only Derby Day is worth a special service. Race services and
Royal Train workings receive special mention and illustration.
Reductions in track layout at Tattenham Comer are described and
illustrated as there are a number of diagrams of station layouts.
There are fifteen photographs, one of which shows a train
disgorging numerous passengers on the first day of service.
Surprisingly, certain shots are unaccredited and I would have appreciated
it if the acknowledgements and sources had been given slightly
fuller credits. The book is in the normal Oakwood format, being some
32 pages plus covers. Whilst the price may seem a little high, it has
been printed on the normal high quality paper and the maps are
rather better than those appearing in one or two of this book's
companion volumes.
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The First Generation of Southern
Electric Main Line Stock
2 THE 'PUL', 'CIT' AND 'BEL' UNITS

Whilst the 'Lav's were, in effect, a superior variety of suburban
unit, the express units for the London - Brighton/Worthing electrification were a radically different conception. These units were of three

types, as follows:'6Pul' units 2001 - 2020 (renumbered 3001 - 3020 at the beginning
of 1937). These included two saloon motor third brakes, a trailer
compartment third, two trailer compartment composites and a Pullman
kitchen composite. Overall dimensions were 399ft 0 in x 9ft 5 in.
' 6 C i t ' units 2041 - 2043 (renumbered 3041 - 3043 at the beginning
of 1937). These included two saloon motor third brakes, three trailer
firsts and a Pullman kitchen composite. They were constructed for the
"City Limited" Brighton - London Bridge business service. Overall
dimensions were 386ft 0 in x 9ft 5 in.
' 5 B e l ' units 2051 - 2053 (renumbered 3051 - 3053 at the beginning

of 1937). Constructed for the "Southern Belle" (later renamed "Brighton
Belle"), these units were formed entirely of Pullman Cars; two motor
brake thirds, a trailer third and two kitchen trailer firsts.
ensions were 346ft 0 in x 9ft 5 in.

Overall dim-

All three types had standard SR Pullman-type gangway connections
between individual coaches, but not between units. Electrical equipment was by Metropolitan-Vickers, but the traction motors, somewhat
unusually for the Southern, were by British Thomson-Houston (designated type 163). Electro-pneumatic control gear was fitted.
The prototype motor coaches, 11001/02, were constructed by
Birmingham Railway Carriage & Wagon Co Ltd and Metropolitan Carriage Wagon & Finance Co Ltd respectively towards the end of 1931, and
were added to capital stock in December 1932. As with the 'Lav'

stock, initial trials were conducted on the Cobham line, this being the
only electrified route which offered facilities for fast running. Further
trials were carried out on the Central Section as soon as enough
sections of the Brighton line could be made "live". A full length unit

was made up for trials with an old Pullman Car and three "Ironclad"
loco-hauled steam coaches with the necessary power and control cables
laid along the floors. These particular vehicles were chosen because
they met the trial requirements; they were steel-underframed corridor
coaches with non-collapsible buffers and Westinghouse brakes and so
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needed no modifications. The 'Pul' trials did not take place in public

service,
A styling point which had to be settled was whether the SR
coaches in the 'Pul' and 'Cit' units were to have the SR curvedsided body profile or a flat-sided profile matching that of the Pullman
cars. The SR had its own flat-sided stock, but this was narrower.
One prototype motor coach, 11001, was therefore built, by BRCW,
with flat sides, whilst the other, 11002, by MCWF, was given curved
sides. The two coaches were otherwise the same, with 56 seats arranged in seven bays, a large van for the guard and luggage, and cab.
In the event, the curved-sided profile was chosen for all subsequent
motor coaches and SR trailers.

11001/02 tared 57 tons. The production batch of motor coaches
tared 59 tons and had 52 seats arranged in 6½ bays, the internal layout being: cab; van; vestibule; ½ bay plus 3 bays; 3 bays; vestibule.
No lavatory accommodation was provided in the motor coaches. Both
bogies were powered by type 163 motors rated at 225 hp.
The complete production batch of motor coaches covered units
2001 - 2020 and 2041 - 2043; coaches 11003-24 being built by BRCW
and 11025-46 by MCWF, both sub-lots being built and put into stock

between October and December 1932. The allocation of the motor
coaches to units in traffic was originally: 2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2005
2007
2008

11043/44
11003/04
11005/06
11007/08
11009/10
11011/12
11013/14
11045/46

2009 11017/18
2010 11019/20
2011 11021/22
2012 11023/24
2013 11025/26
2014 11027/28
2015 11029/30
2016 11031/32

2017 11033/34
2018 11035/36
2019 11037/38
2020 11039/40
2041 11001/41
2042 11002/42
2043 11015/16

The Pullman kitchen composites of units listed above were
built by MCWF. The 23 cars were the first Pullman composites ever
built; they tared 43 tons and were 68ft 9 in long overall and had 12
first and 16 third class seats. The fifteen Pullman cars for the '5 Bel'
units were also built by MCWF. Of these the motor coaches tared 62

tons and seated 48, the trailer thirds tared 39 tons and seated 56, and
the trailer firsts tared 43 tons and seated 20.

All cars were 68ft 9 in

over buffers, which were the massive self-contained variety. Buckeye
couplings, although previously standardised by the SR for steam stock,
were not used.
The allocation of the Pullman cars to 2001-20/41-43/51-53 and
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the stock or schedule numbers of these cars in the Pullman series

were as follows:

Sched.
No.

Name or
Panel No.

Unit

256

Rita
Grace

2002
2003
2013
2014
2004
2015
2016
2005
2017
2006
2007
2018
2019
2020
2043
2009
2041
2042
2010

257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274

Brenda

Enid
Elinor
Joyce
Iris
Ida
Ruth
Rose
Violet
May

Peggy

Clara
Ethel
Alice
Gwladys
Olive
Daisy

Sched.
No.

Name or

275
276
277
278

Anne
Naomi

279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292

Unit

Panel No.
2001
2011
2008
2012

Lorna
Bertha

Hazel
Audrey
Gwen
Doris

Mona
Vera
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car

No
No
No
No
No

85
86
87
88
89

Car No 90
Car No 91
Car No 92

2051
2052
2053
2051
2053
2052
2053
2051
2052
2051
2051

2052
2052
2053

256 - 262 were renumbered in the Pullman schedule series early
in 1962 and became respectively: 300,297/94/96/95/99/98. The formations of 2051-53 were:
2051

2052
2053

89 86 Doris Hazel 88
91 87 Audrey Vera 90
93 85 Mona Gwen 92

Although the motor coaches and Pullman cars of all three classes
of unit were of all-steel construction, the Eastleigh-bodied vehicles,
all trailers, were constructed in the standard manner of that works with
teak body framing clad in galvanised steel sheeting, and with asbestos
millboard/teak plank/canvas covered roofs. The trailer thirds, numbered 10001-20, tared 35 tons and had 8½ compartments (68 seats),
with a lavatory at each end. The trailer composites, numbered 1175111790, tared 35 tons and had five first and three third class compartments, also with a lavatory at each end of the coach.
All coaches except the trailer firsts were built on underframes
longer than those used for contemporary steam or suburban or main
line semi-fast stock. Whereas steam frames were 61 ft 7 in over buffers
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and suburban coaches and the '4Lav's had frames 64ft 6 in over buffers
the underframes for the electric express stock were 66ft 3 in over buffers. Exceptionally, for some reason, the trailer firsts had standard
"steam" length underframes. These vehicles tared 34 tons and had
seven compartments seating 42.
The original corridor trailer allocations were as follows:-

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

10017
10002
10003
10006
10008
10011
10013
10019
10010
10016
10018
10020

11783/84
11753/54
11755/56
11761/62
11765/66
11771/72
11775/76
11787/88
11769/70
11781/82
11785/86
11789/90

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

10001
10004
10005
10007
10009
10012
10015
10014

2041
2042
2043

12254/55/56
12257/58/59
12251/52/53

11751/52
11757/58
11759/60
11763/64
11767/68
11773/74
11779/80
11777/78

The third occupied the "No 2" position in each unit, and the
composites the "No 3" and "No 5" positions. In the '6Cit' units
12253/54/59 were "No 2", 12251/55/58 were "No 3" and 12252/56/57

were "No 5".

The thirds and composites were numerically matched

triplets, eg 10001 with 11751/52, 10002 with 11753/54 et seq. The

approximate order for forming-up of units as the motor coaches arrived
from the two contractors can be seen from the trailer coach numbers,
2013 being the first unit to be ready for traffic and the first one actually
cited in contemporary reports of pre-traffic trials.
The SR-built vehicles of the '6Pul' and '6Cit' units were, like

the 'Lav's typical of the Maunsell "middle period". Innovations were
door drop-lights with metal top-bars but no all-round frames, and
large self-contained buffers fitted to all coaches. The single telescopic buffer pressing against a rubbing block, as used on non-express
stock, was not suitable for use on gangwayed coaches. Trials circa
1926 with automatic buckeye couplings similar to those used on steam
stock had not proved successful in electric traction, so the electric
express stock was fitted with heavy self-contained spring-loaded
buffers throughout. Those buffers fitted to Pullman cars had "Pullman"
cast on the barrel. In 1938 the large buffer was adopted as standard
for the outer ends of suburban units and remained standard equipment
until 1951, when the introduction of buckeye couplers for electric stock
made the use of a retractable buffer necessary. A considerable spare
stock of the self-contained type was on hand at that time, and those
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surplus to requirements were fitted, in 1951/52, to the 1926-type
Eastern section suburban units 4326-54, which were at that time being
re-motored and fitted with Central type motor bogies from withdrawn
suburban units. As some of the original examples had found their way
into the spare stock, several very un-Pullman units were in due course
seen running with "Pullman" inscribed on the buffer barrel:
When new the 'Pul' (and 'Pan' and 'Cor') vehicles had cast
iron dimension plates screwed onto the body ends, but not onto the
'Pul'/'Pan' cab fronts where dimensions were painted on. The
plates disappeared in the 1940s and 1950s.
The underframes for 10001-20 and 11751-90 were order number
3275, the underframes of 12251-59 were order number 3276 and the
trailer bodies were order number 570.
The 1939-45 war resulted in the withdrawal of Pullman car services from 22 May 1942, along with pantry and buffet services. The
Pullman cars were removed from the units and stored. When they
were reinstated on 1 May 1946 most of them returned to their original
units. Alterations from the original allocations were "Olive" to 3002,
"Gwladys" to 3017, "Ethel" to 3018, "May" to 3041, "Ruth" to 3042

and "Rita" to 3043. In a subsequent exchange 3001 received "Bertha"
and "Anne" went to 3012.

Later there were some temporary exchanges,

for example several units ran as '5Cor' for a short while (not all at
the same time) and 3012 ran as a '6Pan' in 1957. A Pullman car was
occasionally transferred to a '6Pan" unit when the SR coaches of the
'Pul' concerned were being shopped. The varnishing and overhauling

of SR and Pullman cars rarely coincided! One '4Res' unit ran
experimentally with a Pullman car to test capabilities with the extra
tonnage several years before the '4Pul' rearrangements of 1963.
'5Bel' unit 3051 was made up to six cars with "Doris", "Hazel",
"Mona" and "Gwen" and ran thus briefly before the formal reinstatement of the "Brighton Belle". 3051 returned to traffic in October 1946,
3053 in November 1946, but 3052 did not reappear until September 1947
as one car, motor third No. 90 had been severely war-damaged at
Victoria in October 1940.
From 1942 to 1946 the 'Pul' and ' C i t ' units ran as '5Cor'.

In

1943 one of the trailer firsts in each '6Cit' was re-designated third
class. After the war, all the firsts were derated to third or composite.
12254/59/53 became thirds 10113-15, with seven third class compartments, and 12255/52/58/57/51/56 became composites 11862-67, with
two first and five third class compartments. The vehicles were
re-upholstored, but the tare weight remained unchanged at 34 tons.
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The principal changes in the formations of the 'Pul' and 'Cit'

units after 1946 were as follows:
3003 acquired a 'Pan' motor coach in June 1949. This was
11056 ex 3029, damaged at London Bridge in January 1948, replacing
11006 also involved in that incident. 11006 went to 3026, and 3029
received 11066.
3014 lost motor coach 11027 and trailer 10004 in the Eastbourne
accident in August 1958, and was subsequently given motor coach
11074 and trailer 10044 from '6Pan' 3032.

Unusual Electric Workings
Forty Years Ago
It is probably quite common for persons with no first hand experience of the system to regard the pre-war Southern Electric as rather
predictable. Certain lines were worked by certain units that did not
wander elsewhere; "Nelsons" to Portsmouth, 'Lav's on Brighton

stoppers and so on. In fact, workings were just as varied as they are
now, and this article highlights some of the more interesting workings
included in the timetable that took effect from 3rd July 1938.
With this timetable electric working, mainly with ' B i l ' , 'Cor'
and ' B u f ' units started on the Mid-Sussex routes, but the "Nelsons"
already had workings taking them as far afield as Eastbourne. On
Sundays the 10 53 am and 1 53 pm Victoria to Eastbourne and the 8 42
pm and 9 06 pm return were worked 'Cor/Buf/Cor' ( 'CBC' ), and on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays until mid-September '12Cor'
ran 10 54 am Victoria - Eastbourne - Ore, and back at 8 25 pm. Eastbourne also saw the ' 6 C i t y ' units' once weekly working away from
the London to Brighton and Littlehampton lines. On Fridays only a
' 6 C i t y ' formed the Eastbourne portion of the 4 45 pm Victoria to Ore

and 8 00 pm Ore to Victoria. On other days these trains were worked
by a single '6Pul' throughout.

Other 'Cor' workings on the Brighton line south of Three Bridges
were 6 45 am Littlehampton to London Bridge via Hove, formed 'Cor/
Buf', with an extra 'Cor' added at Worthing on Mondays only. On
other weekdays this 'Cor' started from Brighton at 7 19 and was attached to the 6 45 at Haywards Heath. Returning, the 5 06 pm London
Bridge to Littlehampton via Hove was 'CBC' as far as Haywards
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Heath, whence the leading unit ran fast to Littlehampton. The remaining 'Cor/Buf' continued to Hove where the 'Cor' was detached
and run empty to Lovers Walk via Brighton, to form next day's 7 19.
The 'Buf' ran solo to Littlehampton. On Saturdays the early morning

up workings were the same as Tuesday to Friday. The 'CBC' formation returned from London Bridge on the 1 05 pm non-stop to Brighton.
On Sundays the same formation worked the 8 04 pm fast Brighton to
Victoria and the 9 25 Victoria to Littlehampton, detaching a 'Cor' at
Worthing. The Saturday working reflects the then near universal

practice of offices opening for business on Saturday mornings.
Southwestern 'Cor' and 'Res' units had several workings on
the Alton line, though no more than single '4Cor's ran regularly
beyond Farnham. An odd working that was part of an Alton line diagram was '8Cor' on the 5 15 pm Waterloo to Effingham Junction via
Epsom and 6 33 pm return via Surbiton. The working timetable indicates that letter headcodes I and H were shown, but in practice the
numerical equivalents, 15 and 43, were probably used. A number of

trains were formed with two catering units. The 735 am Portsmouth
Harbour to Waterloo and 5 50 pm return were diagrammed 'Res/Res/
Cor', and there were two Saturday diagrams for 'Res/Cor/Res'.
Assuming that service was provided in both restaurant cars, these
formations were presumably used in order to provide adequate refreshment facilities at times of peak demand. The Bognor Regis section
of the 6 18 pm from Victoria was '8Buf', though in summer 1938
neither unit would necessarily yet be formed with its buffet car.
Another Western Section oddity was the 7 59 am Chertsey to
Waterloo via Staines, formed ' 8 B i l ' , the only regular electric train on
the Windsor line west of Point Pleasant Junction not to be '2Nol' or

suburban stock. Reading trains were, of course, still steam worked.
There was no balancing down working via Staines as the train ran outward via Weybridge. There was another 'Bil' working in the area on
certain summer Sundays when ' 8 B i l ' ran empty from Woking to Richmond via Chertsey and formed the 10 43 am excursion to Portsmouth
Harbour.

It returned from Portsmouth to Twickenham at 8 45, and

then ran empty to Fratton. The headcode used was 2, Waterloo to
Portsmouth Harbour via Chertsey.
An even more extraordinary ' B i l ' diagram started at Lovers Walk
on Sunday evenings. ' 8 B i l ' worked the 9 58 stopping train from
Brighton to Victoria, and then ran empty to Orpington via Birkbeck.
On the following weekdays it worked 8 00 am Orpington to Sevenoaks,
8 23 Sevenoaks to Cannon Street and 9 23 Cannon Street to Orpington.
The set had no evening workings; presumably steam trains provided
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sufficient first class accommodation then. On Friday evening the
'Bil's ran empty to New Cross Gate sidings via London Bridge. This

was not the only foray onto the Eastern Section by Brighton line units.
A '4Lav' was stabled overnight at Slade Green, working there and
back from London Bridge in passenger service via Bex ley heath; 5 25 up
and 11 28 down Mondays to Saturdays, and 8 24 up and 10 52 down on

Sundays. A special working for theatre-goers was the 11 51 pm SO
from Charing Cross to Reigate formed '4 Lav'. The unit worked up
from Reigate at 10 52.

A '4Lav' also provided the only relief, apart

from steam trains, from the '2Nol's at Horsted Keynes on Mondays
to Fridays, working the 7 00 am from Brighton, and 7 40 to Haywards
Heath. On Saturdays ' 4 B i l ' covered this duty.
Another almost all '2 Nol' line was Brighton to Lewes. The only

working to break the monotony was the 832 am Brighton to Seaford
which was formed '2Bil/2Nol' on Saturdays. This was a means of

getting the ' B i l ' from Lovers Walk to Seaford for a Victoria working.
Another '2Bil/2Nol' working was the 4 58 pm from Brighton to
London Bridge, which had a '4Lav' from Reigate attached at Redhill.
The remarkable cavalcade '2 Bil/2Nol/4Lav' left London Bridge at 7 00

the units going to Brighton, Seaford and Ore respectively. Another
unique Brighton line formation was found in the 9 25 am Brighton to
Victoria and 11 03 return on Sundays, which was '6Pul/5Bel'.

Services along the coast westwards from Brighton were mainly
worked by ' 2 B i l ' , '4Lav' and '2Nol' units, though the 'Nol's only
had one working beyond Littlehampton; the 5 50 am Brighton to Bognor
Regis and 7 35 return. The ' 4 L a v ' s had several Bognor turns, but
only one diagram took them to Portsmouth. The 5 04 prn SX Victoria
to Portsmouth Harbour was formed '2Bil/4Lav' , and the 'Lav' went
on to work the 7 53 pm to Brighton, 9 17 back to Portsmouth Harbour
and then the 11 10 pm to Bognor Regis. As well as the 5 04 from
Victoria there was one other 'Lav' working over the Mid-Sussex line
south of Horsham, the 2 59 pm SO from Littlehampton to Horsham.
At weekends many extra trains to the South coast were formed of

suburban stock; far too many to list individually. On Sundays a
number of trains between Victoria and Brighton were formed of no less
than eleven coaches, three three car units and a trailer set.
Suburban stock was also found on the Alton line on summer Sat-

urdays, the usual ' B i l ' s being used on extra and strengthened Portsmouth trains. After the 8 46 am from Alton, formed '4Cor' , the next
through train to Waterloo was at 11 14 pm
Until then three coach suburban sets worked a half-hourly service to Woking, running on empty
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to Chertsey to reverse. By utilising the flying junction at Byfleet
trains did not have to conflict with the heavily used through lines.
There were a few other suburban stock workings to Woking on
Mondays to Fridays, when the 8 57 am, 4 54 pm and 6 27 pm to Waterloo were formed of two three coach units and a trailer set, as were
the 9 17 am, 5 37 pm and 6 37 pm return. On Saturdays the 9 21 am
Woking to Waterloo and 8 09 am Guildford to Waterloo via Woking

were worked by suburban stock. For the 8 09 it was a bit of a come
down, as it was '12Cor' Mondays to Fridays! There was one suburban
stock working to Windsor, the only relief there from '2Nol's, at 7 07

am from Waterloo and 8 13 am from Windsor Mondays to Saturdays.
In conclusion, it is interesting to note the contrast between the
Brighton and Portsmouth Direct lines at summer weekends. Almost
any kind of unit could be seen at Brighton, while even at the busiest
times nothing but 'Bil', 'Cor' and 'Res' units were to be seen on
the Portsmouth Direct, apart from a few steam workings from outside

the electrified area. Perhaps the Western Section authorities just did
not like the idea of old suburban stock on their nice new electrified
railway

Preservation Report
3142 re-entered Nene Valley service for the 1978 season on 27th

May, being used on the 14 45 and 16 15 services from Wansford. It
is expected that this will be the unit's regular diagram on days that it
is in service; Saturdays and Sundays until 27th August, and also

Monday 28th August.
Following attention to the wheels and running gear during the
winter the unit is riding much more smoothly this year.
On 31st May the unit saw service again for the BBC, in connection with filming for a further series of "The Secret Army". The unit
formed an express train from Brussels to Paris, circa 1942. It is
anticipated that its television appearance will be rather longer than
the split second in the previous series. Various extras were recruited
from NVR staff, and Mark Davies made his TV debut as a wheel-tapper
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Regional Review
STOCK NOTES
British Rail standard two-letter multiple-unit depot codes now
adopted by the Southern (and "Live Rail") are: Bl Brighton, BM
Bournemouth, EH Eastleigh, FR Fratton, RE Ramsgate, SE St.
Leonards, SG Slade Green, SU Selhurst, and WD Wimbledon.
Units reallocated are: 5116 SG, 5360 WD (both in connection with
comparison of French brake blocks); 7353-56/77-99,7406-26 FR,
7800-39 WD. It is believed that the exchange of 'Vep's and 'Cig's
between Fratton and Wimbledon is to minimise the number of spares
required at Fratton. It does not appear that stock diagrams have been
significantly altered. The joint Central/South Eastern Division '4EPB'
units have been given specific depot allocations, thus: 5001-41 SU,
5042-53,5134-5262,5301-38/41-70 SG.

Following the New Cross Gate collision '4Sub' 4710 has been
permanently reformed with MBS 12767 (ex 4718 previously withdrawn)
in place of 12751.
Units still temporarily reformed are:
417
5264
5302
5332
7177
7346

76331(spare) 70860 70828 76301
14522 (ex 5602) 70456 (ex 5343) 15147 (ex 5047) 14523
65308 15121 15079 61596 (ex 5343)
(ex 5603)
61574 70433 70434 61597 (ex 5343)
61740 70575 70526 61955 (ex 7208)
76590 62296 70976 76757 (ex 7407)

7434

76784 62395 (ex 7407)

7725
7733
7865

76342 62200 (ex 8001) 70876 76341
76358 62194 70875 (spare) 76357
76883 62446 71126 76535 (ex 7803)

71102 76855

Units 5343,7208,7407 & 7803 are out of service, and vehicles damaged or awaiting reformation are: 15258,61575,61741,61954,62186,
62264,62422,70455,70656/63,70884,70954,71075,76302,76536,76620,
76828/84.

'4Vep' units 7788-99 have all been renumbered 7901-12, re-classified '4Veg' (class 427), and had dark orange tape applied at cantrail level. This cantrail band, and the yellow "first class" band, is
lettered "Rapid City Link - Gatwick-London" with BR arrows and
little aeroplanes. Only units 7904/05 have been fitted with luggage
racks, due to difficulties experienced in finding somewhere to store
all the seats that are removed. Racks are located at the second class
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end of each driving trailer, and at each end of the two centre coaches.
Each rack displaces four seats, and is rather like the racks found at
the ends of Mk III coaches. Windows by racks have obscured glass.
Units were renumbered and had cantrail tape applied as under:

Old

New

ReNo.

Taped

Old

New

ReNo.

Taped

7788
7789
7790
7791
7792
7793

7901
7902
7903
7904
7905
7906

16May
3 May
10May
15Apr
29 Mar
4May

16May
4 May
10May
11May
26May
31May

7794
7795
7796
7797
7798
7799

7907
7908
7909
7910
7911
7912

11 May

11 May
22 May
10May
18May
17May
9May

22 May
10May
18May
17May
9May

7904/05 were out-shopped from Selhurst fully converted on 11 May and
14Apr respectively, though 7905 had its cantrail tape added later.
The '4Cig' and '4Big' Driving Trailer Composites with four first
class compartments are to have the one adjoining the second class
saloon downgraded to second class, and the door in the corridor
relocated accordingly. This arrangement has, of course, existed in
half of the DTCs ever since the units were built. '4Vep' units are
currently having their toilet water thermostats modified at Ore.
The following units are now fitted with standard BR AWS equipment:
401-34,1101-05/10/11/21/22/27-33,3001-15,5101-10/12-15/17-24,
5126-29/31-33,5677/79/82,5782/83/86-88/90/92-95,7049-58,7337-56,
7377-99,7406-26,7701-20/32-50/53-55/57,7800-39. All of these units
are based on the South Western Division, with the exception of a number of Brighton ' Vep's on which the equipment is isolated. Most of
the suburban units also have the equipment isolated until it can be
modified to give quieter bell and horn tones.
Withdrawn locomotives 71003/10/11 remain at Stewarts Lane, and
are being continually moved about the depot so all three are not always
visible from passing trains.
INTERESTING WORKINGS
Both the Central and South Western Divisions have been suffering a
shortage of 'Vep's due to the number out of service being converted
into ' Veg's, or damaged in the West Byfleet runaway collision.
The SWD has been borrowing Ramsgate-based '4Cep's, including
7118/30/74/91/98,7209. The 07 40 Basingstoke to Waterloo was worked
by 7130/74/98 throughout April. On 23Apr '4Cig' 7396 worked the
Lymington service in place of the usual Sunday 'Vep'. '4Cep' 7209
was noted at Bournemouth on 9May working the 18 42 stopping train
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and on 17May the 19 42 Waterloo to Bournemouth was formed ' 5Sap'
5921/30/48.

The Central Division has been "making do" with suburban stock. On
2May '4EPB' worked a Brighton line '4Vep' duty all day, and the
16 28 Brighton to Victoria was '8Sap'. '8Sap' also worked the 07 11
Brighton to London Bridge on 3 and 5May, and the 06 48 Brighton to
London Bridge on 4May. On four consecutive days the 08 18 Brighton
to Victoria was worked by a Ramsgate 'ECBC' formation, thus:
7134/7011/7120 on 30May; 7117/7010/7145 on 31May; 7178/7014/7121
on June; and 7130/7013/7139 on 2June.

"Coastway" services west of Brighton appear to have been augmented from 4 to 6 coaches, as many trains have been noted formed
'4Vep/2Hap' , with the 'Hap' usually at the Portsmouth end of the
train. A number of Victoria -Littlehampton trains have been formed
'Cig/Big/Vep' instead of 'ICBC' recently.

On 15Apr '4Veg' 7905 worked empty from Selhurst to Lovers Walk,
but did not enter public service until 2May when it formed the rear
portion of the 13 00 Victoria to Brighton, en route from Stewarts Lane
to Lovers Walk.

It started its regular duties next day with the 07 28

Victoria to Gatwick Airport.

'Veg's have been in use on "Coastway"

services. 7912 was seen passing Goring-by-Sea on 1June, and an
unidentified 'Veg' worked the 17 33 Portsmouth Harbour to Brighton

on 5June.
On 15 Apr the Gwili Railway Society ran a special excursion, the
"Brighton Belle", from Swansea to Brighton via Kensington. This was

worked throughout by Landore depot's 37 188 which was immaculately
turned out. Two more 37s, 37036 and 37263, worked specials to the
Brighton line on 20 and 21 Apr respectively. Both trains conveyed

concrete bridge beams from Norwich Wensum Yard to Crawley New Yard
for a bridge to carry a road over the A23 at Warninglid, near Cuckfield.

The Brighton-Exeter service is usually double headed as it is formed
of up to 12 vehicles, thus exceeding the maximum permissible load for
one class 33 west of Salisbury. The last locomotive-hauled train from
the Oxted line to Victoria ran on 5May, worked by 33001.
A shortage of '3D' units has resulted in the 18 45 Charing Cross to
Hastings, which is diagrammed '6B/3D' as far as Tunbridge Wells
Central, frequently to be formed '6B' only or '6B/3H', the '3H' unit

being detached at Tonbridge. 1123 was noted on the 18 45 on 26Apr,
and 1129 on 3 and 4May. In contrast '3D 's have been in use on the
SWD. The 18 56 Reading to Basingstoke was '3H/3D' on 18May, and
unit 1318 worked various services to and from Portsmouth on 3 and 4June.
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On 6 and 7 May '2Bil' 2090 and the motor coaches of '5Bel' 3053
were on display at Brighton "Transport Fair" in Brighton Lower Yard.
Engineering work at Battersea Park over-ran on 4June,'and the
Down Fast Line was blocked until at least 08 45. Departures from

Victoria were delayed and trains ran via the Carriage Road.
The Royal Train to Tattenham Corner on Derby Day, 7June, was
hauled by 73 123. This is the first occasion on which a Southern loco-

motive has been used since the demise of 20001-03, as previously
the Royal Train has been steam heated. The train was formed of
escort vehicle 2906, FO M3163, RF M325 and power brake 2905. In
contrast Prince Charles travelled from Victoria to Gatwick Airport in
'4Veg' 7905 on 9June.
Classes in architecture, art and antiques, economics, electronics,
French and German are being organised on morning commuter trains
from Brighton. Passengers with expert knowledge in subjects that
others are interested in act as tutors.
INCIDENTS
9Apr: 'Cep/Vep/Vep' 7170/7872/7871 collided with 'Cep's 7139/7154
when being propelled into sidings at Ramsgate. 7139 was derailed.
11Apr: Various Central Division services were disrupted by snow.
12Apr: Unofficial strike action by drivers based at Waterloo disrupted
SWD services, particularly on the Windsor lines.
19Apr: The Sheerness branch was blocked from late morning until early
evening after a 79 tonne steel bogie wagon derailed at Sheerness Steel
Works. Trains from Sittingboume terminated at Queenborough.
24Apr: MLV 68008 derailed outside Victoria when arriving with the
22 18 mail service from Redhill. Access to platforms 9 to 12 was
blocked, though 11 and 12 were reopened at 00 04. Re-railing was not
completed until late next morning.
2-6May: Heavy rain caused flooding between Blackheath and Kidbrooke.
On 2May water reached rail level in Blackheath station, but electric
services continued to run with steam issuing forth from the conductor
rails. Further rain caused the line to be closed between Lewisham and
Eltham Well Hall on 6May. Trains to points beyond Dartford were
diverted via Sidcup, and a shuttle service was run between Dartford
and Eltham Well Hall.
26May: A fire in a hut by platform 7 line at London Bridge during the
evening peak disrupted services. Trains were hastily moved clear, but
one "4EPB' had its paintwork badly blistered. The paintwork on the

stairs to the footbridge was also damaged.
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3June: The late turn signalman failed to report for duty at Battersea Park
signal-box. The early turn man stayed on for an extra three hours, but
closed the box and went home at 17 00. All lines between Clapham Jn
and Victoria were closed until after 18 00 when the box was re-manned.
Trains were delayed by over an hour, and some down services started
from East Croydon.
STATIONS, TRACK AND SIGNALLING

Dover: Dover Marine station is to be renamed "Dover Western Docks"
from 14May 1979. Many people arrive at Dover Marine expecting

their boat to depart from there, only to find that most sail from the
Eastern Docks, some considerable distance away. It is hoped that
the renaming will minimise the confusion and inconvenience.
Folkestone: Authority has been given for the Sealink terminal to be

improved. This includes work on the quay shelter and passenger walkway.
Tonbridge: The new automatic ticket machine did not come into service
as planned, and it is now back at its makers for the rectification of
various faults.
Rochester: The Department of Transport has given a grant of £282,000
under section 8 of the Railways Act 1974 to Flamecap Limited to pro-

vide a rail link from Rochester Goods Yard to the company's Blue
Bear Wharf. Rail traffic will be imported iron and steel.
Blackheath: Work has started on an office and housing development in
the former goods yard.
Elmers End: The new station buildings are now complete. Reconstruction following the fire in 1974 was delayed by the bankruptcy of the
original contractor.
Waterloo: The SED platforms were resigned "Waterloo (East)" early in

May, and the very last green sign removed.
London Bridge: The new ticket office and travel centre are now in use,

and part of the new concourse on the CD side is available to the public.
Work has started on the demolition of the old booking and parcels
offices. The only sections of old platform canopy now remaining are at
the London ends of platforms 5/6 and 7/8.
Victoria: The temporary Continental Travel Centre, comprising a number
of huts in the station forecourt, was completed by mid-April. By 10
May the CD departure indicator had been set back to its new position.
The middle road between platforms 16 and 17 lines has been removed,
and a facing crossover installed between the two lines near to the
buffers. The lines in platforms 14 and 15 have been cut back. The
spare span on Grosvenor Bridge between the CD and SED lines has
been ballasted, and track laying Is in progress.
Sydenham: At present there are individual stations for the up and down
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lines, with staggered platforms. The two station buildings are on opposite sides of Sydenham Road. It is proposed to close the down line
station and improve the up line one. A new down platform would be
built opposite the up one, and linked to it by a footbridge.
Whyteleafe: The former goods yard is being used as a store for temporary booking offices and 'Portaloos'.
Mitcham: Merton Council and the GLC are examining the possibility of

building a halt between Morden Road and Mitcham in order to serve
Phipps Bridge housing estate. Only a very simple unmanned halt is
envisaged. It would presumably be located where Phipps Bridge Road
passes close to the railway line.
Reading Line: The maximum speed limit west of Feltham has been
reduced to 70 mph.

The up line catchpoints east of Winnersh were

removed during February, and those west of Wokingham at the beginning
of May.
Guildford: A new BR travel centre has been opened in a shop in the
station approach road.
Fawley: The platform and other remains of the station are liable to be
removed in the near future to permit track alterations.
Overhead Line Equipment: Overhead equipment has been removed at
Angerstein Wharf, Snowdown Colliery, Hither Green Down Sidings and

Continental Depot. It has been partially removed at Hoo Junction, but
remains in situ at Sittingboume, Faversham and Shepherds Well.
Signalling: Gatwick signal-box was abolished in the afternoon of 26Apr,
three days earlier than planned. Apparently the signalmen could not
stick the noise any longer. On 14May West Barnes level crossing
signal-box was abolished, and Raynes Park box assumed control of the
crossing by means of CCTV. Newhaven Harbour level crossing was
reconstructed with barriers on 14May. Chilworth signal-box was downgraded to a gate box on 14May, and abolished completely on 4June.
New colour light signals are controlled from Shalford, and the level
crossing supervised by means of CCTV. Cheam signal-box was abolished
on 28May, all signalling now being colour lights controlled from Sutton.
BR AWS was introduced between Stone Crossing and Crayford Spur,
Slade Green and Perry Street Fork Jn on 3 June. AWS will be introduced
between Ladywell and Addiscombe and Hayes on 3Sep.
Station Signs: The following stations still have ex Southern Railway
"bullseye" name signs (the type like small London Transport signs):
Ascot *
Billingshurst
Bingham Road
Bookham*
Brading

Cooksbridge*
Coombe Road
Crediton
Elephant & Castle *
Feltham*
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Gravesend
Kew Gardens
Norbiton*
Plumstead
Sandown*

Shepperton*

Topsham

Tulse Hill

Stations marked * have no other signs apart from running in boards
(the large green signs at platform ends). Ascot's signs are in

course of renewal and may have gone by the time that this is published.
Some of Billingshurst's signs are wooden wartime signs, and rather
tatty, Tulse Hill has only one bullseye, on a hut off the country end
of platform 4.
Stations with Southern Region totems (the "hot dog" type) are:
Abbey Wood

Elmstead Woods

St Helier

Adisham

Epsom Downs

Salisbury
Selling
Shoreham (Kent)
Shortlands
Smitham
South Merton
Stone Crossing
Stoneleigh
Sundridge Park

Eridge
Ewell East
Beddington Lane
Folkestone West
Beltring & Branbridges Ford
Hackbridge
Bere Alston
Berwick
Headcorn
Bingham Road
Hurst Green

Amber ley
Banstead

Bramley
Brentford Central
Carshalton

Carshalton Beeches
Caterham

Chertsey
Chestfield & S'cliffe
Clapham

Coombe Road
Coulsdon North
Crowborough & J. B.

Deptford
Eastbourne
East Putney

Kenley

Kingston
Maiden Newton
Maidstone Barracks
Martin Mill
Morden South

Sutton Common
Swale

Swanscombe
Tunbridge Wells West
Uckfield

North Camp
North Sheen
Plumstead

Wandsworth Town

Polegate

West Wickham

Portsmouth & S' sea
Queens Rd Battersea
Ravensbourne
Rye

Warnham
West Sutton
Weymouth

Whitstable
Windsor & Eton Riverside
Woolwich Dockyard

Totems may be seen (on the Southern) in two basic varieties; the
earlier non-flanged type which are a darkish green, and the later flanged
type where the edge of the sign is bent back all the way round, and the

enamel is a more yellowish green. Some stations, such as West
Wickham, have both types. Most of the above stations also have
running in boards, 'and two stations have one running in board only:
Railway Staff Halt (at Wimbledon) and Wellworthy Ampress Works

Halt (on the Lymington branch). Feltham has a running in board that
is off the platform, by the down line at the London end of the station.
Stations that have had totems removed in the last few months are:
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Bellingham

Petts Wood
Putney
Sunnymeads

Brixton
East Dulwich

Tooting
Wraysbury

There are numerous types of BR black and white sign, the most
common type of the Southern being the long narrow variety supported
by a post at each end and normally mounted above an advertising panel.
This variety is almost unique to the Southern, the only known nonSouthern examples being at Airdrie and Elgin.
CORRIGENDA
LR42 p79

'SP' is the standard BR abbreviation for 'Shopping
Proposal', not ' Scrape & Paint'.

p83

'4EPB' 5264 has not been officially recorded as being
reformed with TS 15258 yet.

p85

The 06 43 Ore to London Bridge was hauled by an EDL

and started from Eastbourne on 27Feb because there
was no driver available at Ore. '8Cig' was available
at Eastbourne, but no EMU driver. Hence 73 133 and
locomotive crew were commandeered off a freight to
Galley Hill. There was no fault on the rolling stock.
LATE NEWS

Southern authorities are reported to be less than satisfied with the
operation of the new Central Division timetable. While there has been
none of the wholesale chaos such as accompanied the 1967 alterations
punctuality is not regarded as being up to standard. Two further problems have arisen from more intensive use of rolling stock. Tumround
times are often insufficient to permit trains to be swept out, and units
are becoming due for depot inspection and maintenance much more
frequently. As a result fewer units are available for service than
planned. The timetable also requires more train crews, and it has not
yet been possible to recruit these.
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